When considering problems of premalignancy, it is essential to define exactly what is meant by this term.' A distinction can be made between a precancerous condition and a precancerous lesion.2 The former is best regarded as a clinical state associated with a significantly increased risk of cancer, whereas a precancerous lesion is a histopathological abnormality in which cancer is more likely to occur than in its apparently normal counterpart. In many clinical conditions with an increased risk of cancer, there is also an identifiable precancerous lesion, but this is not invariably so.
The aim of this paper is to formulate histopathological criteria by which gastric lesions thought to have an increased risk of becoming carcinoma could be defined and classified with special reference to the incidence of epithelial dysplasia. This is essential for epidemiological, pathological, and clinical studies.
The ultimate aim of such studies is to reduce the incidence and mortality of gastric cancer.
It is recognised that the word 'precancerous' does not imply the inevitability of developing a malignant lesion. It is rather a marker of an increased probability or risk of malignant change. The degree of this risk varies and in most cases the magnitude is Received for publication 17 October 1979 not known. This is an important field for further research. Appropriate public health measures depend upon identifying individuals or populations at increased risk and estimating the magnitude of that risk.
Up to the present time the following conditions have been considered as precancerous on the basis of clinical, histological, and epidemiological evidence. 
Epithelial dysplasia
Attention has so far been concentrated on the above precancerous conditions and much less emphasis has been placed on epithelial dysplasia in the stomach as a marker for increased cancer risk.4649 It is important that dysplasia should be defined and its significance evaluated as a possible marker common to all the above precancerous conditions.
The main histological and cytological features of epithelial dysplasia are cellular atypia, abnormal differentiation, and disorganised mucosal architecture. These can occur in ordinary gastric (foveolar) epithelium as well as in intestinal metaplasia, both of which may be the source of carcinoma.
CELLULAR ATYPIA This is characterised by nuclear pleomorphism, hyperchromasia, nuclear stratification, increased nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio, sometimes increased cytoplasmic basophilia, and loss of cellular and nuclear polarity. ABNORMAL 
DIFFERENTIATION
This is manifested by lack of, or reduced numbers of, goblet cells and Paneth cells in the metaplastic intestinal epithelium, or by a reduction, alteration, or disappearance of secretory products from the gastric epithelium.
DISORGANISED MUCOSAL ARCHITECTURE
This has the following features: irregularity of crypt structure, back-to-back gland formation, budding and branching of crypts, and intraluminal and surface papillary growths.
The degree of epithelial alteration is a spectrum 716 (Figs 1 a, b and 2a, b) , to the appearances of severe dysplasia (Figs 3a, b and 4a, b 
